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Introduction 
 
Florida Atlantic University believes that higher education should go well beyond preparing 
individuals for demanding careers in their chosen fields.  It should also provide broad 
intellectual enrichment through systematic exposure to a diversity of academic experiences. The 
purpose of the 
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What are the student learning outcomes that I need to target in 
my course? 
 
Student learning outcomes for each foundation are listed in Appendix B.  The student learning 
outcomes are somewhat general so that they can apply to the diverse range of courses in that 
particular foundation area.  It will be up to the department, or each individual instructor to 
further define that outcome for their specific course.  Often, this is accomplished by identifying 
assessments, assignments, instruments, or test items that measure or ñfit toò the foundation 
learning outcomes.  For example, an instructor may operationalize the student learning 
outcome ñExplain important scientific concepts, principles and paradigmsò by identifying current 
course projects, exams, tests, test items, or assessments that involve student comprehension of 
these targets.  A common practice for multiple choice tests is to identify specific test times that 
match each student learning outcome, and then use these items to create subtests for each 
learning outcome.  After the items are administered, instructors produce subtest scores for each 
student, and establish a cut-off score that represents the point at which a student has ñpassedò 
or ñmetò the learning outcome.  A similar procedure can be used to judge student 
performances, presentations, or products. 
 

Do I need to put anything in my syllabus? 
 
Your syllabus should list the IFP student learning outcomes as delineated in Appendix B.  It 
communicates IFP course content to students, and helps us verify course level integration of 
our IFP outcomes to the State, and to our accreditation body.  A syllabus for each course 
should be included in your yearly report.  
 

When do I have to assess my students? 
 
IFP courses need to be sampled once an academic year.  Some instructors sample each 
semester.  The decision is up to the department or instructor to choose which semester in an 
academic year to test students learning outcomes.   
 
Assessments (instruments, tests, etc.) can be given any time during the semester, as long as 
students have had ample opportunity to learn the material.  Some instructors administer IFP 
assessments (or embedded test items) as a final.  Other instructors give multiple assessments 
or embedded items throughout the course.  The latter option is usually used when an instructor 
wishes to focus on one learning outcome before scaffolding up to a subsequent outcome.  For 
example, an instructor may give an assessment on theory and framework at midterm, and then 
another assessment on critical reflection at finals, after students have had time to apply their 
theoretical knowledge. 
 

What types of assessments are acceptable? 
 
Instructors are encouraged to either use existing assessments in their course, or to create an 
assessment to match the Foundation Area student learning outcomes.  The instructor is in 
charge of defining the learning outcome within their discipline, and can target specific areas of 
interest.  The type of assessment/instrument/test (e.g., multiple choice, T/F, Short Answer, 
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project, essays) used is up to the department/instructor and should be selected in consultation 
with the Director of Assessment for Undergraduate Studies.
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for scan sheet tests if you request it on the submission form.  Please contact the Director of 
Assessment for Undergraduate Studies if you want more information on creating item response 
results.  
 

How do I know if students meet a learning outcome? 
 
As the course instructor, you determine if a student has met a learning outcome by establishing 
cutoff scores for your test, subtest, assignment, instrument, or student evaluation.  For 
example, if you have a 10-item multiple choice test, you may set a cut-off of 70% correct (7 out 
of 10) as the minimum level for student performance.  If a student earns 70%, they met the 
learning outcome for the course.  All that is left to do is calculate the percentage of students 
who met the learning outcome for the class (see Appendix C for an example data table). 
 
You can also set a cut-off for rubric-based (performance judging) assessments.  For example, if 
a student perf
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4) Commercial Assessment Platforms
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b)  
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Appendix A. Intellectual Foundation Program Core Curriculum Committee Members 2022-2023 

Name Department Title(s) Office Phone e-mail 

Anthony Ambrosio Undergraduate Studies Director of Undergraduate Assessment GS209E 561-297-4560 aambrosio@fau.edu  

Fred Bloetscher Engineering Associate Dean and Professor EE308M 561-297-0744 fbloetsc@fau.edu   

David Binninger Biological Sciences Associate Chair SC210 561-297-3323 binninge@fau.edu  

Rina Bousalis Curriculum and 
Instruction 

Associate Professor ED318 561-297-0663 rbousalis@fau.edu 

Ann Branaman Sociology Chair and Professor CU253 561-297-0261 branaman@fau.edu  

Maria Elena Stadnik Mathematical Sciences Instructor SE270 561-297-3340 mstadnik@fau.edu 

Kevin Lanning Psychology Professor HC220 561-594-1018 lanning@fau.edu 

Wendy Hinshaw English Associate Professor CU306J 561-297-3838 whinshaw@fau.edu 

Herlie Bertrand Nursing Visiting Instructor NU317

CU306JCU306J
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Appendix B. Intellectual Foundation Program Learning Outcomes by Foundation Area 
I. Foundations of Written Communication (Communication) 

Student Learning Outcomes Courses (Group A) Courses (Group B) 

¶ Demonstrate effective written communication skills by 

exhibiting the control of rhetorical elements that include 

clarity, coherence, comprehensiveness, and mechanical 

correctness. 

¶ Analyze, interpret, and evaluate information to formulate 

critical conclusions and arguments. 

¶ Identify and apply standards of academic integrity. 

ENC 1101 College Writing I (WAC) 

ENC 1102 College Writing II (WAC) 

 

ENC 1930 Univ Honors Seminar in Writing (WAC) 

ENC 1939 Special Topic: College Writing (WAC) 

HIS 2050 Writing History (WAC) 

NSP 1195 Being Cared For: Reflections from Other 

Side of Bed (WAC) 

II. Foundations of Mathematics and Quantitative Reasoning 

¶ Identify and explain mathematical theories and their 

applications. 

¶ Determine and apply appropriate mathematical and/or 

computational models and methods in problem solving. 

¶ Display quantitative literacy. 

MAC 1105 College Algebra 

MAC 2311 Calculus with Analytic Geom 1 

MGF 1106 Math for the Liberal Arts 1 

MGF 1107 Math for the Liberal Arts 2  

STA 2023 Introductory Statistics 

 

COP 1031C Comp Prog and Data Literacy for Everyone 

MAC 1114 Trigonometry 

MAC 1140 Precalculus Algebra 

MAC 1147 Precalculus Algebra & Trigonometry 

MAC 2233 Methods of Calculus





Appendix C. Example of cut-off score report for multiple courses within a foundation area. 

Example:  The table below reports multiple math courses for Foundation II with cut-off scores on 
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